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WaIter Shellshear, President, in the chair.
The following candidates were balloted for and duly elected as
ME MBERS:

W. M. NOAKES.
WM. PAISLEY.

M: r. WALTER SHELLSHEAR then read the following paper, the
discu3sion 0 n which was held at a special general meeting on the
2D th April. During the reading and discussion of the paper,
Mr. Trevor J one3, Member of Council, occupied the chair.
ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF BREAKWATERS
AND TRAINING JETTIES.
WORKS for providing shelter to slJips in time of storms, and for
facilitating trade must at all times be oHnterest to a country whose
chief source of weaIth is to be found in commerce, and with our
extended seaboard and rapidly developing trade, a paper on the
subject 'of the construction of breakwaters and training jetties
should" be of some little public interest; and it is to be hoped that the
discussion of this subj ect may be of practical utility.
It is proposed, firstly: To consider the different forms of
breakwaters that have been constructed for the protection of bays
and the formation of artificial harbours. Secondly: To' describe
the various forms of training jetties that have been used for the
improvement of river entrances, with a view to showing how far tIle
valuable experience gained in other parts of the world may be
profited by in N ew South Wales when works of this class are taken
in hand with the object of improving the shelter of our bays, and the
removal of the sand bars from our river entrances.

The object to be attained by the construction of a breakwater
is to provide shelter to ships in time of storms, and still water where
the operation of 10lj.ding and discharging cargo can be carried on
without danger or inconvenience.
Before considering the various details of t)onstruction, it may be
well to examine the forces that are brought into play by the waves.
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If this part of the subj ect is carefully studied, the author is of
opmlOn that the c8;use of many of the failures that engineering
history records may be understood, and the inherent weak~ess tha t
has proved to exist in these cases can be guarded against, and t he
'
chances of success t o a great extent insured.

The following description of wave-motion in water is :founded
cbiefly on t he theoretical investigations of Mr. Airy (now Sir George
B. Airy) alld others, and t he observations of the Messrs. Weber and
of Mr. Scott Russell, with a:. 'few .' additions founded on later
researches : .Rolling waves'.in water are' propagated horizontally, the motion
.pf each particle takes place in a vertical plane, parallel to the'
direction of propagation '; the path or ~rbit described by each particle
is approximately elliptic, a,nd in water of uniform depth the longer
axis of the elliptic orbit is horizontal, and the shorter vertical; the
centre of t he orbit lies a little above the position that the particle
occupies when the water is undi!iturbed ; when at the t op of its orbit
the partiole moves forward as regards t he direction of pr<?pagation,
when at the bottom, backwards.
The partiCles at the surface of the water describe t he largest
orbits ; the extent of t he motion, both horizontally and vertically,
diminishes as the dept h below t he surface increases, but that of the
vertical motion more rapidly than that of the horizontal motion, so
that the deeper a particle is situated t he more flattened is its orbit ;
a particle in contact with the bottom moves backwards and forwards
in a' horizontal straight line,
In water that is deep, as compared with the length of a wave
(or distance between two successive ridges on the surf~ce of the
water) the orbits of the particle are nearly circula r, and the motion
at great depths is insensible.
The period of a wave is the time occupied by each particle
in making one revolution, and is also t he time occupied by a wave ill
travelling a distance equal to its length. Thence we have the
following proportion : Mean 'speed of a particle
tllleed of the wa ve

Circumference of particle's orbit.
Length of wave.

The speed of the waves depends principaLly on their length and
on ~he depth of water, bei~O' greatellt for 10nO' waye~ a.nd deep 'Yater.
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When the depth of water is greater than the length of a wave, . the
speed is not sensibly affected by the dept h, and is almost exactly
equal to t he velocity acquired by a body in falling through half of
the radius of a circle whose circumference is the length of a wave.
In wat er that is very shallow, compared with the lengt.h of the
waves, the velocity is nearly equal to that acquired by a heavy body
in falling-through half the depth of the wat er added to three-fourths
of the height of a wave.
'
Two OJ; more different se'ries of waves moving in the same,
different, and contrary directions, wit h equal or unequal speeds, may
traverse the same mass of water ,at the same time, and the motion of
each particle of water wilr"be t he resultant of the respective motions
which the several series of waves would have impressed upon it had
they acted separately. This is called the interference of waves,
When a series of waves advances into water, gradually be?oming shallower, ~heir periods remain unchanged, but their speed, and
consequently their length, diminishes, and their slopes become
steeper, The orbits of the particles of water become distorted, as at
BCD (Plate 10, fig, I ), in such a manner that the front of each wave
gradually b comes steeper than t he back; t he crest, as it were,
a;dvancing faster than the t rough, At length the front of the wave
curls over beyond the vertical, its crest falls forward, and it breaks
into surf on the beach.
As the energy of the motion of a given wave which advances
into sh allowing water, or up a narrowing inlet, is successively
communicated to smaller and smaller masses of water, there is a
tendency to throw these masses into more and more violent agitation; that t endflncy may either take effect, or it may be counteraci!ed, or more than counteracted by t he loss of energy which t akes
place thrpugh the production ,of eddies and surge at sudden changes
of depth, and through friction on the bottom.

,

When waves 'roll straight against a vertical wall as in Plate 10,
fig. 2, they are reflected, and the particles of water for a cemin
dist ance in front of the wall have motions compounded of those due
to the' direct and reflected wave.
The results a re of the following
kind :-The particles in contact with the wall, as at A, move up and
down through a height equal to double the height of the waves, and
0 l'I-}"O do tl ose Il-t half I!. wave length from the wa.ll, a.s a.t C; -the
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particles at a quarter of a wave length from the wall, as at B, move
backwards and forwards horizontally, and intermediate particles
oscillate in lines inclined at various angles.
In order that a surface may reflect the waves, it is not essential
that it should be exactly vertical. According to Mr. Scott R.ussell,
it will do so even with a batter of 45 deg.
A vertical or steep surface which is wholly covered by the
water, reflects the wave-motion of those layers of water which
lie below its level, and thus a su·n ken rock or breakwater, even
though covered with water to a considerable depth, causes the sea
to break over it, and so dimi~ishes the energy of . the advaJ!cing
waves.
The greatest length of waves in the ocean is estimat ed at about
500 feet, which corresponds to a speed of about 53 feet per second,
and a period of 11 seconds. Their greatest height is given by
Scoresby as about 43 feet, and this, with the period just stated,
gives 12 feet per second as the velocity of revolution of the p~ rticles • .
of wat er.
In smaller seas the waves are both lower · and shorter, and less
swift; and, · according to Mr. Scott Russell, waves in an expanse of
shallow water of nearly uniform depth never exceed in height t he
undisturbed depth of the water.
But the concentration of energy
upon small masses of water, which occurs on shelving coast s in
the manner already stated, produces waves of heights greatly
exceeding those which occur in water of uniform depth, as the
following examples show: Pressures of waves against a vertical
surface, at Skerryvore, as observed by Mr. Thomas Stevenson :-

In lbs. per square foot ...
II). feet of water ...

Summer
aye rage.

Winter
average.

Storms.

611
9.S

2086
33

6083
97

Greatest height of breakers on t he south-west coast of Irela nd,
as observed by t he E arl of Dunraven, 150 feet.
R ecent investigat ions t end towards the conclusion, which is in
accordance with observation, that every wave is more or less a
" wave of translation," setting down each particle of water, or of
mat ter suspended in water, a little in advance of where it pick ed
that particle up, and thus by degrees producinO" tha t heapinG" up of
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waves which gather on a lee-shore during storm.
This property of
waves accounts for the facts that, although they tend to undermine
and demolish steep cliffs, they heap up sand, gravel, shingle, or such
materials as they are able to sweep along, upon every flat ·or sloping beach against which they directly roll, that they carry such
materials into bays and estuaries, and tha t when they advance
obliquely along the coast they make the materials of the beach
travel along the coast in the same direction.
The action of waves against a vertical wall is well illustrated in
the case of the new breakwater at Wicklow. The waves never
strike this breakwater a blow; they rise strongly and pile up against
the breakwater, the rebounding wave annihilating the incoming
wave. The extent to which waves acting obliquely along a coast
cause the materials of the beach to travel is well illustrated along
the coast of New South Wales, where at almost every inlet sand
spits are found forcing their way across the entrance by this action.

I

I
J

The effect of a wave rising up against a breakwater is to cause
a considerable difference of pressure against the two sides of the
wall, and if the wall is not solid, or founded 'on 100'se material, the
hydra~lic pressure due to the differences of height will cause t he
. water to be forced through every joint with a great velocity, thus
tending to wash out the mat erials from the foundation.
Again, as
the wave recedes t he action will be reversed, and when it is
remembered how great this difference of pressure may be in time of
storms it is not difficult to imagine that considerable displacement
may take place in the foundations when these are constructed
of loose' rlJbble, and that the various parts of the structure will
sooner or later be ground to shingle by the motion imparted t o
them by undulatio~s of the waves.
The consideration of the above action leads to the question
of foundations and the security of this part of the work is of the
first importance. The bottom at the site of a. breakwater may be
rock, clay, gravel, or sand, and it is . evident that the plan of
securing the foundations will have to be modified to suit the nature
. of the bottom. In describing the different types of breakwaters, the
various plans for securing the foundations will be considered as they
. may be applicable to the class of work under discussion.
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The range of tide is an important factor when considering the
cost and strength of a breakwater; as the greater the range of tide
the larger the surface of the works exposed to the maximum effect
of the .waves. With these few preliminary remarks it is next
proposed to describe the various types of breakwaters protecting
harbours in various parts of the world.
Breakwaters may be Classed under three heads :-Firstly :
Those constructed of loose blocks of stone or concrete, and deposited
without regard to bond, the materials t aking their natural slope
under the action of the waves. This system is known as the
pien'e pel'du (literally " stone at random") syst em. Secondly : Those
constructed with a Jliene perdu base up to near low water-mark
surmounted by a solid superstructure of masonry or concrete.
Thirdly : Those constructed wit h solid masonry or concrete
throughout.
Of the fi rst system of constructing breakwaters, namely : t he
·pier1·e perdu or random block system, the breakw~ter at Plymouth
(Plat e 10, fig. 3), is a good example. It is formed in a bay
sheltered on thiee sides by land rising to a considerable. height, and
only open to the south. Several banks or n atural reefs of rock
exist, between which and the shore t here were t hree principal passes
towards the east, t he we t, and in the centre. T he breakwater
is erected on the banks sit uated the nearest to the interior of the
harbour, and closes the centre passage. The banks situated more
t owards the open sea serve t o break the fury of the waves before
they arrive upon the breakwater. The main body Of the breakwater
is placed perpendicularly to the south-sout h-east, from which quar ter
the severe storms a sail the Plymouth roads.
The total length is
1,700 yards, !1nd t he two arms, forming on eit her side angles of
abo ut 135 deg. with t he centre, . occupy respectively 350 yards each .
A · surface of about 1,1 20 acres is, by meanS of this work, rendered
available for large vessels.
Originally it was intended to make the width of the top of the
breakwater only 11 yar ds, and the bottom abo ut 55 yard ; but
during the execution of the works the width of the t op has been
increased to 15 yard , and that of the bottom to 133 yards. At the
level of the low water at spring tides a set-off 22 yards in width is
form ed, and the slopes from this point upwards, on the sea side, are
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paved with large stones 4 feet by 3 feet 6 inches, by about 3 feet
thick, laid with an inclination of 5 base to 1 height ·and bedded in
Roman cement j and it is proposed to continue this paving below
low wat er line by means of the diving-bell. The height of
the crown is only 2 feet above the level of high spring tides.
, lt appears , to be beyond question that the long slope of t he
Plymouth breakwater is less exposed to be injured by violent shocks
of the ,sea. than in the case of Alderney (to be hereinafter described)
where· a. vertical wall surmounts the rubble mound j but at the same
t ime it is equally beyond quest ion that the latter destroys far more
' effectually t1,le agita tion and undulation of the open sea, and offers a
\ greater resista.nce to their t ransmission into the inner harbour,
because the waves in Plymouth Sound during violent st orms break
over the slope j whilst in the case of works built on the system
\ adopted at Alderney all their effect is destroyed by t he wall. In t h e
latter case, however, the descending motion of t he return wave is
materially interfered with. The vertical wa.ll at t he t op of the long
slope transforms it, in fact, into a horizontal motion, whose velocit y
is highly dangerous to ' the stability of the foundation of the wall.
lt is also. found that t he large blocks of stone detached from the
outer s~opes are driven against he outer face of the wall ,vith
extraordinary violence during great storms, whilst upon the long
paved slope of the Plymouth break wat er the waves not meeting with
any abrupt resist ance, break in precisely the same manner upon the
incli~e that they would do upon a natural shore, and with a
considerably diminished degree of violence. lt is true t hat, ' in
con,sequence of this form, they acquire an increased horizontal
velocity in their original direction j but as the t::>p of the slope is
rendered as smooth as possible, there are' no salient points in the
masonry aLle to attract, as it were, the destructive action of the
waves. Notwithstanding the precautions observed in the execution
of the top slope of the breakwater, it is, by n o means of rare
.occurr~nce that blocks weighing from 2 t o 5 tons are carried over
from the sea to the land side j and in February, 1848, considerable
damage was caused to the upper p.arts, showing that even with
special precaut ion of paving the slope with large blocks set in
cement, it is by no means uncommon for the mound to be considerably disturbed in time of storms.
The cost of this work wa very
considerable, being no less than £300 per foot run. The average
cross section of the breakwat er is about 10/920 square feet.
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The breakwater at Algiers _is another example. of this system
of construction. This work was at first constructed wholly of large
blocks of concrete, about 13 cubic yards in volume, ,veighing about
25 tons each, in water averaging 50 feet deep.
But in prolonging
the mole, since 1847, a less costly system was adopted according to
Plate 10, fig. 4. Small rubble was deposited on the bottom, up to a
level 33 feet below the water line, to the natural slope of 1 to 1,
so economising, to a great extent, the cost for the sub-structure.
Upon this base the remainder of the work, con~isting of blocks
of concrete, ,,:as deposited to a slope of 1i to 1 on the seaward side,
and of 1 to 1 landwards, finishing at the water line at a width of 46
feet . The cost of the breakwater amounted to £ 122 per lineal foot.
The average cross secti?n of this breakwat er is about 5,000 square feet.
But, comparing this with Plymouth, it must b e reillembered
that there is practically no tide at Algiers and a range- of about
15 feet at Plymouth. The principal disadvantages of the pierre
perdtt system are the great quantity of material required in their
const ruction, and the liability of being gradually conv erted into
banks of shingle by the continual motion of the various stones, of
which they are constructed, grinding each other firstly from angular
blocks to boulders, and then from " boulders to shingle, and also the
liability of considerable displacement of the material in time of
storms.
Of the second system, namely: that with a rubbl e base deposited
pierre p erdv, and a solid superstructure, three examples may b e
briefly referred to. The first is the Alderney breakwator. This work
was commenced in 1847 and completed in the end of 1864. The rise
of spring tides is 17 feet, and the depth a t low water increases from
45 feet near the shore to 133 feet at t he head of t he pier. The total
length of the breakwat er is 4,700 feet. On a long slope base of
pitJ1Te p el'du-hard stone from Manney quarry- large and small, the
superstructure for ~he most part consists of a sea-wall and a harbour
wall, with filling in t he / intermediate space, surmounted by a
promenade. It was constructed with a few modifications of
st r uctur,e as t he work advanced . The last 2,000 feet were
constructed to the section Plate 10, fig. 5, t he final length of 66 feet
constituting the head of the pier was somewhat stronger. It was
presumed that the rubble st one would not be disturbed by waves at
a great er depth t han 12 feet below low water, and 'the foundations of
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the superstructure were carried to that level. The quay is 20 feet
wide, and the promenade is 14 feet wide, making together a width
of 34 feet. The faces were built "Tith a batter of 4 inches in 1 foot.
The quay stood 6 feet above high-water level, and the promenacle
was 10 feet higher. Great disturbances were experienced in the
rubble mound.
It was found impossible, even with the larg(l
quantities deposited for renewing the foreshore, to maint<1in t he
le,'el of the mound close to the se<1-wall at the level of low wat er.
The disturbance extends to a distance as much as 80 or 90 feet from
the se<1w<1rd wall, at the maximum depth of 20 f~et. The great
dist ance and depth of the disturbing action are attributable, no
doubt, to the recoil of the waves from the wall, as each wave, durinG
a storm, rises to a great height above the breakwater, then falls and
rushes down the slope to the mound, opposing an overpowering
resist ance to everything in its course till it rebounds some height
into the air on meetiJ:{g the next wave, at a distance of about 70 or
80 feet from the wall.
It was estimated that at least 25,000 tons
of large stone would be required to be deposited each year in order
to maintain the sea-slope of the mound, and prevent the superst ructure from being undermined. Bre<1ches were made in the
superstructure at various points-mostly in the deeper water. Th e
rubble W<1S dashed against the seawa rd wall, and, no doubt, helped
to open the breaches. 'The superstruct ure subsided unequally at
different portions, longitudinally as well as transversely, and cracks
and openings were formed in the interior j so that the action of the
water entering these openings, in conjunction with the confined air,
under the pressure of the waves, aided in producing cracks.
That
subsidence, in a considerable degree, should have taken place \lnder
the weight of the superstructure on such all unprecedentedly deep
base of rubble migh~ have been expected. The settlement amounted
to about one-twentieth of the height of the mound, though it was no t
uniform.
A t the head t he superstructure settled at least six feet.
The nature ofthe settlement is illustrat ed by the Plate 10, fig. 6. The
total cost of t he works of construction and maintenance, ext ending
over a period of twenty-five years, amounted t o £1,27 4,200 .. Of
this sum £ 57, 200 was expended in repairs of damages caused by the
sea to finished and unfinished work, leaving the net cost, £ 1,2 17,000,
at the rate of £259 per lineal foot, for a depth averaging probably
about 90 feet below low wat er. The average crdss section of the
breakwater is about 13,900 square feet.
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Another instructive example of the characteristic beha viour of
mixed rubble found~tions of breakwaters at the surface of the sea
is supplied in the case of the breakwat er at H olyhead Harbour.
This breakwater consists, like that of AId erney, of a mound of mixed
rubble quartz-rock from · an adjoining hill, upon which is erect ed a
substantial stone superstructure, finished with a t ransverse head
carrying a lighthouse.
The breakwater; 7,860 feet in length, in a
depth of water averaging 40 feet at low spring tides, with a
maximum depth of 55 feet. Ordinary spring tides rise 17 fee t .
equinoctial tides, 20 feet.
The slope of the foreshore, according to
the section Plate IO l fig. 7, is 12 to I above low water, and for a foot
or t wo below it, where it assumes a slope of 5 t o I, t o a depth of 10
or 12 feet below low wat er, and thence a~ou t 2 to I t o the bot tom.
Landwards the slope is Ii to 1. The width of the mound at low
wat er level is at least 250 feet. In 50 feet of water the width at t he
bottom is about 450 feet.
The weight of the r ubble stone in bulk
is I ton per 20 cubic feet. The stone was depo.sited from a
temporary wooden st age.
The rubble mound having been formed and consolidated by the
action of the sea, the superstructure was erected, for t he foundation
of whioh the rubble was excavat ed to t he level of low water. · The
principal object of the superstructure was to shelter the interior of
t he harbour, and to prevent t he loose depo~it from washing into t he
harbour. The Quter wall has a total t hickness of 17i feet at t he
upper part, with a bat ter t o the base, which is 23 feet wide. The.
total height t o t he t op of the parapet is 25l feet abo e high water.
The inner wall, distinct from t he outer wall, is formed with a
vertical face to the harbour and is 8 feet wide at the base. It
stands 10 feet above high-water level.
The width of the quay-way
is 40 feet, and the total width at t he ba e of the superstructure is
64 feet. The h earting consIsts of rubble. The total cost of the
breakwater was £ 1?3 per lineal foot.
The rubble on t he seaward side is exposed to the force of the
waves at all times of t he tide, and it is st ated t hat it is ubject to
shifting and drifting, and t o be red uced t o the condition of shingle.
From the ascertained results of the action of the sea at Alderney,
this effect is what might have been expected. {'he flatness of the
exterior slope, 12 to I, is no dou bt much below the angle of settlement of rubble under the action of t he sea waves i and this
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cQm~ideratiQn may have fQrmed an element in the .original design in
the anticipatiQn that therefQre the rubble WQuid nQt be disturbed.
It is .on recQrd, nevertheless, that as a matter .of fact the rubble
fQreshQre has been in SQme places washed away frQm the IQwer part
.of the superstructure, and in .other places piled up tQ within a few
I )
feet .of the parapet.

The breakwat er at Marseilles (Plate 11, fig. 8) has been cQnstructed
uPQn a system embQdying the cQmbined expe~ience .of CherbQurg
and Algiers. On the .one hand, the idea .of direct ly .oR DSing the
PQwerful actiQn .of the waves by enQrmQuS bIQck ~, artificially
cQnstructed, has been taken frQm the mQle at Algiers; while .on the
.other the breakwater at Cherbourg suggest ed the emplQyment .of
natural blQcks .of all dimensiQns t Q cQnstitute the main body .of the
wQrk. The fQrmer serve as a facing tQ, the latter, snd in the present
inst ance bQth have beeu used simultaneQusly in such a m ~nner as
nQt tQ have the natural blQcks eXPQsed tQ the great fQrce <?f t he
waves. A s this fQrce sensibly diminishes at a d,epth .of about 15
feet belQw ebb-tides, the use .of artificial blQcks hjts been limited tQ
abQut 20 feet belQw t hat level.
The value .of large artificial blQcks tQ prQtect t he .outer slQpe
will be bet ter understQQd when 'it is rem embered t hat the actiQn .of
the wave is in prQPQrtiQn to the surface struck, while the resist ance
.of a blQck increases as its cube.
W ith the t WQfQld view .of SQlidity and eCQnQmy, PQsitiQns have
been assigned t Q th~ natural blQcks accQrding t Q their respective
dimensiQns. This CQurse has been ad .opted in preference ·tQ the plan
fQllQwed in the cQnstructiQn .of the wQrks already mentiQned, in
which the stQne was used indiscriminately as it came 'frQm the
quarry.
F rQm cQnsideratiQns .of eCQnQmy the small materials have
nQt been mixed with the large in .order tQ preserve. the greatest
PQS ible VQid.
W ith a view tQ SQlidity, the large blQcks have been,
SQ disPQsed as tQ entirely surrQund the small .ones.
E xperience has fully cQnfirmed the ratiQnale .of these ideas.
The part .of t he breakwater which prQtects the ba in .of La J Qliette
was CQmmenced 27 years agQ, and . is at the present time in an
excellent stat e .of preservatiQn , time having, therefQre, satisfac'tQrily demQnstrated the excellen ce .of this system. The CQst .of t his

